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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The integration ot Mental Health and Psychiatric 
concepts into the basic nursing curriculum is evident as a 
trend in nursing education today. It would appear that this 
approach in education might have a two-told outcome, first the 
emergence of students as stronger individuals with clearer 
concepts ot their role as women and nurses in society.1 
"X" University has recognized this trend and has 
appointed a nursing instructor to be responsible tor the 
integration ot Mental Health and Psychiatric concepts into the 
course ot Pundamentals ot Nursing. This instructor has the 
title ot "Instructor in Nursing with a specialty in Integration 
I 
ot Mental Health and Psychiatric concepts." She is a member 
ot the Fundamentals ot Nursing Team responsible tor teaching 
the fundamental courses 1n nursing. 
Statement £!12! Problem 
This is a study to determine the role ot this Mental 
Health Integrator as she functioned on the instructional start 
1Helen Nahm, "social Sciences, Psychiatry and Psychia-
tric Nursing" in Concepts ot the Behavioral Sciences 1n Basic 
Nursing Education (New Yorka National teague tor RUratng, 
tgsa), P· tos. 
ot the Jundamentala ot Nursing Team. Specifically, the study 
seeks to determine this role as (1) perceived by the 
Integrator, (2) seen by the observer and (3) the students. 
Justification or !h! Problem 
The integration ot Mental Health and Psychiatric 
concepts into the nursing curriculum will have a positive 
intluence on the development of a mature nurse and will 
influence the administration or better patient care. The more 
a nurse knows about human behavior, the better able she will 
be to understand how people will react to stress situations. 
It is important to understand the process through which the 
student is able to integrate the Mental Health and Psychiatric 
concepts. To teach a student to give total patient care 
requires the planning of learning experiences by a total 
faculty. Mental Health integration is gradually coming to be 
an integral part or the curriculum ot the school ot nursing. 
It would then appear necessary that the functions ot the 
member responsible tor the integration be understood by other 
members ot the faculty 1n order to plan tor the continuity of 
learning experiences necessary to the teaching of total 
patient care. 
Since there exists a paucity ot written material 1n the ; 
area ot Mental Health integration into :fundamentals or Nursing": 
this study Will serve aa resource material tor others who are 
interested in this trend in nursing education. 
Scope ~ Limitations 
This study was concerned with the role or the nursing 
instructor appointed as the Mental Health Integrator while 
serving as a member or the Fundamentals or Nursing Team during 
the presentation or Block III or the courses in Fundamentals 
2 
or Nursing. 
The newness or the position to the Integrator and nurs-
ing education presented a limitation in the-fact that no 
precedent has been established for a comparison or her 
activities with others. There is no universally accepted 
definition or mental health. This constitutes another 
limiting factor because the selection or content will depend 
upon the individual and her interpretation or what needs to 
be taught in the particular setting. 
Definition 2t Terms 
Throughout the study the following terms were inter-
preted and used in the manner indicated. 
~· '~he cluster or functions that come to be 
expected or a given class or workers within positions that they 
typically occupy in the organizations or social systems in 
which they work." 3 
2In "X" University., the three semesters ot Fundamentals 
or Nursing are referred to as Blocks I., II., III. 
3Kenneth Benne., Warren Bennis, 11The Role of the Pro-
fessional Nurse," The American Journal of Nursing 1591 
February, 1959., pp-:-I'96-198. -
Integrator. That person responsible tor identifying 
the mental health and psychiatric nursing concepts, tor 
determining how they may beat be taught, and tor defining 
their use operationally 1n the nurse-patient relationship. 
Mental Health. At present there i8 no psychologically 
meaningful or operationally useful description ot what i8 
commonly understood to conatitute mental health. ror this 
study, the multiple criteria of Jahoda,4 used tor determining 
the mental health of an individual will be used. 
(1) active adjustments or attempts at mastery of his 
environment as distinct from both inability to make 
adjustments and from indiscriminate adjustment through 
passive acceptance or his environmental conditions {2) unity or his personality, the maintenance ot a 
stable, interval integration which remains intact not-
withstanding the flexibility of behavior which derives 
trom active adjustment (3) ability to perceive correctly, 
the world and himself. 
Preview ~ ~ Methodology 
A review of the nursing literature relative to mental 
health and its integration in the beginning course in nursing 
during the past ten years was first done. 
To study the role of the Mental Health Integrator in 
"X" University three avenues ot approach were selected. 
A guided interview was held with the Integrator to determine 
4Marie Jahoda, "Toward a Social Psychology of Mental 
Health," in Community Programs tor Mental Health, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, M&ii:, P• 3o7. 
4 
:1 
her perception ot her role. Pitteen hours or non-participant 
observations were conducted in the clinical area to describe 
the interactions ot the Integrator with the students. The 
third method was a questionnaire given to the twenty-seven 
sophomore students to determine their relationships and 
activities with the Integrator. 
Sequence 2! Presentation 
Chapter II consists ot the theoretical background or 
the study. Chapter III describes the beginning course or 
nursing in "X" University which is divided into three blocks, 
the background or the sophomore students involved in this 
study, the philosophy of the team or instructors as stated by 
the team leader, and a description or the clinical practice 
area. This is followed by a description or the methods used 
to obtain the data. Chapter IV presents the details ot the 
assembled data. Chapter V consists or the summary, conclusions, 
and recommendations tor further study. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL fRAMEWORK OP 'l'HB STUDY 
l Peplau•a concept or nursing was selected to set the 
stage tor the development or the aspect or nursing with which 
this study was concerned. 
Nursing is a significant, therapeutic, interpersonal 
process. It functions co-operatively with other human 
processes which make health possible tor individuals in 
communities. In specific situations in which a pro-
fessional health team otters health services, nurses 
participate in the organization ot conditions that 
facilitate natural on-going tendencies in human 
organisms • Nursing is an educative ina trument, a maturing 
force that aima to promote forward movement or peraonality 
in the direction or creative, constructive, productive, 
personal and community living. 
Peplau turther reels that basic assumptions in basic 
nursing education today are that the kind of a person each 
nurse becomes makes a substantial difference 1n what the 
patient will learn as he is nursed through his experience with 
illness; and that the fostering ot personality development in 
the direction of maturity are the functions ot nursing and 
2 
nursing education. 
1H1ldegard Peplau, Inteqersonal Relations in Nursi.oo (New York: G. P. Putnam Sons, g5§), p. to. --
2H1ldegard Peplau, "Toward New Concepils in Nursing and 
Nursing Education," The American Journal ot Nursing 51 a 
December, 1951, pp. 112-24. --
-6-
It is during the first course in nursing that the 
student begins to develop her nursing competence. Involved 
in the development or nursing competence is the understanding 
ot behavior. Since the effectiveness or all interpersonal 
relations is dependent upon the behavior or the people 
comprising the relationship, it is apparent that an understand• 
ing or human behavior is essential in nursing from the very 
3 . beginning. It would appear that the integration ot the Mental 
Health and Psychiatric concepts should be developed at this 
time •. 
Integration must take place within the individual. This 
means that the individual takes into his personal identity 
specific concepts which are then manifest in his behavior. It 
would appear then, that as the student is able to accept 
herself and her own needs, she will be able to accept the 
patient and his needs. Evidence ot integration ot the Mental 
Health and Psychiatric concepts will then be apparent in the 
relationship she is able to establish with her patients. 
4 Sanford appears to support this feeling when he 
comments, 
3Mary Alderson, "Socio-Psychological Needs ot Patients," 
in Concepts or_ the Behavioral Sciences !!l Basic Nursin~ , 
Education (New YOrk: National League tor R'Uraing, 195 ) , p .14~ 
4pillmore Sanford, "The Behavioral Sciences and Research 
in Nursing," Nursing Research 6: October, 1957, pp. 57·60. 
7 
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The nurse who thinks 1n terms or the patient's anxiety. 
his need for identity. his attitudes toward hospitals 
and his needs tor affection and recognition and security. 
will think 1n ways more conducive to good and humane 
decisions for that patient. 
A review or the literature 1n the specific area or 
Fundamentals of Nursing and Mental Health Integration showed a 
scarcity ot material. Although not 1n the specific area of 
Fundamentals of Nursing. studies by Nahm5 and Abdellah6 
indicate that emotional and psychological problema identified 
by patients, were not being identified by nurses. These 
studies appear to support the belief that there is a necessity 
1n the beginning courses in nursing tor emphasis on the feel-
ings and needs of the student 1n order that she be able to 
identify the feelings and needs of her patients. 
Crawley 7 presented one Mental Health approach to Nursing,, 
Arts in which students are oriented to the emotional tactora in 
health and disease. Her faculty felt that by giving less 
emphasis to motor skills, they were able to spend more time on 
skills 1n human relations • The aims of the course emphasized 
the needs of the student 1n relation to her ability to care 
for patients. Group conterencea directly following clinical 
5Helen Nahm, "Mental Health Knowledge ot Senior Students'! 
in Schools ot Nursing." iof."'). ~Educational Research 47a 
November, 1947, PP• 193• 0 •. 
6paye Abdellah, "Methods of IdentifYing Covert Aspects 
of Nursing Problems," Nursing Research 6a June • 1957, pp • 4-23. 
7M1ldred CrawleyA "Mental Health Approach to Nursing 
Arts," Nursing OUtlook ~= August, 1953, PP• 454-455. 
.............. ________________________ _ 
practice provided the student the opportunity to share teelinga: 
ot anxiety during patient contact and feelings about herself as 
a nurse • to exchange suggestions about nursing care problems 
and to think and work out things tor herself. In evaluating 
this approach to Nursing Arts. the faculty telt that the 
students were better able to adapt to the needs ot the 
patient; they also telt there was more acceptance of people as 
individuals than when the students followed the traditionally 
procedure-centered course in Nursing Arts. 
Dahlke.8 a specialist in Pundamentals of Nursing. 
comments that emphasis in Mental Health is on the student and 
she hopes that in the introductory course in nursing the 
student can be helped to know herself better as a person and 
understand herself as a nurse. She feels that no matter what 
prompted the student to enter nursing. she will experience 
frustrations • changes in her concept ot nursing e.nd changes in 
her feelings about herself in this situation as she begins her 
practice ot nursing. Prom experience. Dahlke feels that the 
integration of Mental Health concepts must begin with the 
student's first experience with patients. She tound that 
informal group sessions in place of a tormal class or a 
~liner Dahlke, "The Clinical Specialist's Approach 
to Integration." in Conceits ot the Behavioral Sciences in 
Basic Nura1n~ Education ( ew !Or~Hat1ona1 teague lor--
Nursing, 19 ), P• 138. 
9 
clinical practice period when the need was expressed by the 
student was "by tar one of the most valuable parts of the 
whole course in Fundamentals of Nursing."9 
10 Schaffer in reporting her experiences in integrating 
mental health and psychiatric principles defines the role of 
the integrator as "• •• a regular faculty member functioning 
in the capacity of a regular teacher with similar responsi-
bilities." She points out one ot the greatest difficulties in 
integrating mental health and psychiatric principles "comes 
from the uneasiness the students feel as they engage in 
' ll 
nursing for the first time." 
12 Moka.rslci relates a group discussion process of 
integrating mental health concepts in Fundamentals ot Nursing. 
Her basic assumption is that the nurse must understand her own 
needs and behaviors in relation to others. Group discussion is 
a planned portion of the course content. Under the guidance ot 
an instructor, students are encouraged to express their 
9~ •• p. 139. 
l~netta Schafer. "How the Integration of Mental Health 
and Psychiatric Principles Affects the Teaching ot Foundations 
of Nursing," in Concepts of the Behavioral Sciences in Basic 
Nursing Education (New !orrt:--watlonai League tor Nursmg, 
1958) , p • 143 • 
llibid., p. 143. 
-
12Elaine Jbkarski "The Clinical Specialist's View of 
the Integration Process,A in Concepts of The Behavioral 
Sciences ill Basic Nursitf Education (New 'l'Or'K: National League 
tor Nursing, 1958), P• 1. 
'! 
10 
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feelings and reactions in normal as well as in stress situ• 
ations. Mental Health concepts. introduced by the instructor 
as they pertain to the discussion. give the student a tounda~ 
tor developing insight into the "dynamic interplay ot other 
relationships."13 She then comments that the most ettective 
teacher in this type ot teaching is "• •• one who has a 
minimum ot her own difficulties unsolved and who ia flexible. 
patient and aware ot her own needs and her behavior patterna."1-
Relative to the teacher in this process ot integration 
is a study by Chansky15 who reported that attitudes assigned to 
the instructor reflected the attitudes held by the students. 
themselves. It might be poaaible that the failure ot the 
student to recognize mental health concepts in nursing may be 
the result of her own attitudes and not necessarily lack ot 
attempts at integration in the nursing curriculum. 
Based upon the literature investigated., this writer 
concluded that there is a need tor students of nursing in the 
beginning course to explore their feelings aa they actively 
participate in clinical practice and in lite experiences. It 
would appear that it is a tairly common and successful practice· 
to use the group discussion method tor this exploration. 
Mental 
13Ibid •• P• 140. 
14Ibid. • p. 141. 
1~orman Chansky. "How Students See Their Teachers," 
fiYgiene 42t January, 1958, PP• 118•120. 
CHAf'l'BR III 
METHODOLOGY 
The course in Fundamentals ot Nursing in "X" University 
is designed in three Blocks. These Blocke extend over three 
semesters with semester hour credit ot two, tour, and tour, 
respectively. 
The design tor the selected patterns of content and 
clinical experiences is based on a case study ot a female 
patient with a history ot essential hypertension. Block I is 
presented during the second semester ot the freshman year. 
This segment ot the course evolves around the patient as a 
member ot a family with emphasis on the social-psychological 
patterns arising 1n the environment and the basic needa ot an 
individual. The content relates to the patient's experiences 
and the concurrent role or the student nurae as they together 
gain insight and knowledge into the processes involved in the 
admission ot a patient to a medical unit ot a hospital. 
Topics discussed are the out-patient department, the admission 
process, the hospital unit and its administration, cardinal 
signs and symptoms, diet, afternoon ce:.re, and conmunity 
resources •. Two hours ot planned afternoon clinical experience 
for two weeks at the end or this block is provided tor the 
student. 
:: 
Block II is given during the first half of the summer 
session. A continuation of the above concepts with additional 
emphasis on the supportive nursing needs of a mildly ill 
patient is provided. During the five weeks of this Block the 
student has approximately six hours of clinical experience. 
four hours each of formal class, field trips. and nursing 
laboratory, and two hours of group discussion per week. 
During the two hours ot group discussion beginning awareness of 
mental health and psychiatric concepts are developed. 
1 Block III is presented during the sophomore year in 
either the first or second semester. This Block is concerned 
with the return of the patient for surgical intervention tor 
essential hypertension and her pre- and post-operative care. 
The planned clinical experience during this segment is on a 
surgical un:t ~,;. .Zach student has tour hours or clinical 
practice, three hours of formal class, and one hour of group 
discussion per week. 
Fundamentals of Nursing !!!m. 
The Fundamentals of Nursing Team consisted ot tour 
instructors who share the responsibility tor teaching in the 
classroom and clinical area. The philosophy which guided the 
Team may be understood by the following excerpt trom written 
1see Appendix A. 
2 papers of the Team Leader. 
The 'Team' of Fundamentals of Nursing believes that good 
instruction is most effective when an emotional climate 
exists which motivates the students to become excited 
about ideas, develop their analytical faculties through 
problem solving approach and encourage independent 
thinking and study. Emphasis is placed on learning and 
applying scientific principles to meet the patients' 
nursing nPeds. 
Concurrent experience is provided to explore with the 
student her feelings about herself, her goals and values 
in lite and her chosen profession, and her interaction 
with patients, classmates, instructors and ward personnel. 
In the classroom, the Team provides an atmosphere in . 
which the student reels tree to break away from established~ 
accepted patterns and take a more selected approach to · 
·patient care. Group discussions, selected written and 
clinical assignments, field trips and quizzes are planned 
to give depth to this type of learning. 
Students 
This study is concerned with Group Two composed ot 
thirteen students participating in Block III during the spring 
semester ot the sophomore year. Group TWo was divided into two 
sections ot five and eight students, respectively. 
The sophomore class is composed or twenty-seven students!. 
The class is divided approximately in one-halt. Group One, 
consisting or fourteen students, too~ Block III during the 
tall semester. 
The clinical setting tor thi~ study was a surgical unit 
ot twenty-tour semi-private accommodations. The student was 
assigned to the unit two mornings per week between eight and 
2Annual Report ot the Team Leader in Fundamentals ot 
Nursing in "X" University School ot Nursing, 1958, P• 7. 
:; .. 
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ten o•clock. The clinical assignment was planned to include a 
bed and ambulatory patient with emphasis on rendering total 
patient care. Two instructors were assigned to the unit to 
provide the guidance and support needed by the student in her 
nursing care of the patients. The student was free to approac~ 
the instructors tor assistance in solving the needs or the 
patient, the unit, or herself. The instructor became involved 
in direct nursing care with the student as necessary. Formal 
classes were scheduled after clinical practice between ten• 
thirty and twelve-thirty in the morning. 
The total program or study given concurrently with 
each Block of Fundamentals of Nursing in "Xu University is 
presented in Table 1. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
....................................... _ 
~ Interview with !2! Mental Health Integrator 
The method selected for obtaining the information 
relative to the role of the Mental Health Integrator was a 
personal interview or one and one half hours. This method was· 
felt to be the most effective in ascertaining the feelings, 
expectations, plans, and activities or the Integrator in 
3 
relation to her perception or her role. An interview guide 
was utilized and the results will be narrated in the next 
chapter. 
3see A ppend1X B. 
TABLE 1 
CURRICULUM PLAN POR THI PIRST AND SECOND YEAR 
IN "X" UNIVBRSITY SCHOOL OP NURSING 
Course Semester 
Pirst Year Pirst Second Summer l 
Introduction to Nursing 2 
Freshman Composition 3 3 
History ot Western Civilization 3 3 
Human Ecology 8 8 
Orientation to College 1 1 
Fundamentals ot Nursing I 2 
Foundations of Human Behavior 3 
Pundamentala ot Nursing II 4 
Second Year 
Fundamentals ot Nursing III 4 or 4 
Nutrition 2 2 
Society and Culture 3 3 
Child Growth and Development 2 or 2 
Nursery School Observation 1 or 1 
Introduction to Literature 3 3 
Introduction to Modern Government 3 3 
Genetic Psychology 3 
~ Non-Participant Observations 
This method was utilized to study the interaction of the 
Mental Health Integrator with the students during clinical 
practice. 
In preparation for the actual observations an initial 
try-out period was planned and executed. This consisted of 
three two hour intervals one week prior to the planned recorded 
observations. The aims of these exploratory periods were to 
establish a comfortable working relationship between the 
Integrator and observer, to become familiar with the behavioral 
pattern of the Integrator, and to orient the students to this 
method. This preliminary try-out was felt to be beneficial in 
minimizing the anxiety between the Integrator, student, and 
observer. At the beginning of one of the observation periods, 
one student commented, "Oh, are you still playing tag?" On 
several occasions a patient would offer a friendly comment such 
as, "Did you get all or that?" 
The non-participant observations consisted of six p~. 
or two and one-half hours for a total or fifteen hours. These 
were made over a three week period at the end of April and 
early part of May. The observations were unstructured. The 
observer shadowed the Integrator noting her interactions with 
the students and other personnel, as concisely as possible. 
A stenographer's notebook was used to record. The pages were 
divided into two columns labelled "Integrator" and "Student." 
·, 
17 
The exact conversations were retained insofar as possible. A 
sample of a recorded observation is included 1n the Append1x.4 
The recorded data were analyzed to determine who 
initiated the interaction and its purpose. The report of the 
findings is submitted in Chapter IV. 
The Questionnaire 
-
A questionnaire5 composed or ten open-end questions was 
constructed. This was given to the twenty-seven sophomore 
students to elicit their understanding of mental health 
concepts and the relationship of mental health to nursing 
education, and to ascertain how they utilized the Mental Health 
Integrator. 
A brief fifteen minute orientation to the study was 
given both groups or students. Each student was asked to 
complete the questionnaire and return it to the Team Leader's 
office within two weeks. 
The data from the questionnaires were tabulated and 
summarized to compare the responses or the two groups in 
relation to similarities or differences in their reactions to 
the role of the Integrator. The findings are given in the next 
chapter. 
4see Appendix C. 
5see Appendix D. 
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CHAPrER IV 
FINDINGS 
The data from the guided interview with the Mental Health . 
Integrator 11 from the non-participant observations, and from the 
questionnaire will be considered in this section 1n this order. 
The Interview Guide 
-
The interview guide was planned to determine the Mental 
Health Integrator's perception of her role. The following 
outline shows the questions asked by the observer and the 
answers given by the Mental Health Integrator. 
QUESTIONS • OBSERVER 
1. A. What is the exact title 
of your position? 
B. Were you given a job 
description when you 
were employed? 
c. Did it compare with 
your expectations of 
the position you were 
seeking? 
-19-
ANSWERS - MENTAL HEALTH 
fN'fid.RATOR 
Instructor 1n Nursing with 
a specialty 1n Integration 
ot Mental Health and 
Psychiatric concepts. 
No. I was given a verbal 
description of my job by 
the Dean of the School ot 
Nursing, the acting Chairman 
ot the Psychiatric Depart-
ment • and the Team Leader in 
Fundamentals of Nursing. 
Yes. After completing my 
Master's of Science in 
Mental Health and 
Psychiatric Nursing. I felt 
I would be interested in a 
position in ~~~ching where 
QUESTIONS - OBSERVER 
2. A • W1 th what department ot 
the school or nursing 
are you associated? 
B. It this is not the 
Fundamentals ot Nursing 
Team,. what is the 
explanation? 
3. What has been your 
preparation tor the 
~s1tion you now hold? (Including academic 
background and experience) 
ANSWERS - MBNTAL HEALTH 
fRlWklfCR 
emphasis was placed on the 
psychosomatic aspects of 
patient care. At the time,. 
I waa not 1ntereated 1n 
psychiatric nursing • per 
se. Prom the Job descrip-
tion given to me by the 
Dean I felt "this is just 
what I am looking tor." 
The psychiatric nursing 
department ot "x" 
University School ot 
Nurs1ng. 
My position 18 actually a 
dual role. I function in 
both. departments 1n the 
area of integration ot 
mental and psychiatric 
concepts. Ms' appointment 
was made possible thrOugh. 
a grant trom the National 
Institute of Mental Health 
through the psychiatric 
department. Therefore.. I 1 
am responsible to this 
department. 
My academic background is 
as follows z a diploma 
school of nure1ng prosramJ 
a Bachelor's Degree 1n 
Nursing lducation with a 
maJor 1n medical and 
surgical nursing. and a 
Master's degree mentioned 
earlier. 
My teachina experience 
includes six years 1n a 
diploma school of nun1ng. 
l'our years consisted. of 
teaching nursing arts and 
two years of medical• 
surgical nureins. 
:; 
QUESTIONS • OBSIRVER 
4. A. What responsibilities 
do you feel are implied 
1n your position 1n 
relation to 
l.. As per your Job 
description? 
a. As per y-our immediate 
connection with the 
Pundamentala ot 
Nursing Team? 
5. A. What do you like about 
your position? 
ANSWERS • MBN'l'AL HBALTH 
fNTidkA'!OR 
In psychiatric nursing my 
field work aa a Master's 
student was my only 
experience. I spent 
approximately two and one 
halt months in a psychia-
tric day- care center 
before accepting my present. 
position. 'l'he patients in 
this unit spent the clay in 
the hospital but returned 
home at night and tor week-
ends. 
I have no written Job 
description. 
I have tour unique reapons~ 
bil1ties in addition to 
those regular duties ot the 
other team members. They 
are (l) observing the 
student relationship with 
patients emphasizing 1nter-
i8r&onal relationships, 
{2) continuing this with 
ward personnel interaction, (3) interpersonnel relation-
ships between instructors 
and students, and ( 4) 
developing learning 
experiences and b1bl1ograpbV 
source material 1n Mental 
Health and Psychiatric 
concepts. 
The challenge ot observing 
the adolescent in the 
growth and development pro-
cess. It 1s rare to set 
this observation. 'lhe 
instructor is usually too 
threatened. I am able to 
look at myself as a teacher 
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QUESTIONS - OBSERVER 
6. What do you dislike about 
your position? 
7. What do you feel you do 
best 1n your role? Why? 
ANSWERS - MEN'l'AL HEALTH 
1RfidRA'l'OR 
as I interact with 
students. 
I do not have enough time 
to develop and follow 
through integration of 
mental and psychiatric con-. 
cepts • The clinical 
experience is so limited I 
become anxious and 
frustrated when I cannot 
follow through. I have to 
be supportive and then let 
it "drop." 
I feel I am a threat to 
others which makes me move 
cautiously and carefully 
in my approach so the other: 
instructors will not be 
denied integration. I do 
not want them to feel. 
"You are different trom 
me.'' 
I feel at times I get too 
involved with content and 
procedures in the clinical , 
area. I would like to 
follow the regularly 
scheduled classes with a 
halt hour of "feelings and 
attitudes" ot the student 
toward the patient 1n 
relation to the content 
discussed during class. 
Getting at student's feel-
ings about themselves and 
patients and the inter-
personal relations 1n the 
group process. I feel I &mi 
able to stimulate suffi-
cient interaction between 
the students and myself to 
enable them to gain insight 1 
into the problema being · 
presented in group dis-
cussions. 
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QYBSTIONS • OBSERVER 
8. What do you reel you do 
poorest 1n your role? 
Why? 
9. W1 th what aspects or 
your activities are you 
most satisfied? Why? 
10. With what activities are 
you moat disaatisried? 
Why? 
ll. It you had to orient 
someone to your position, 
how would you go about 
giving them a complete 
picture ot your work? 
ANSWpS • MINTAL HIA!ll!l 
fWl'lliRA'l'OI 
I make many- nursing demands, 
tor example, in relation to 
positioning ot the patient, 
bed.mald.na, etc • , without 
allowing the student to 
problem solve. I teel this is. 
because the time is limited 
and I become frustrated. I 
always reel guilty about 
"pushing" the student. I 
wonder, "Did I push them too 
hlu'd? Did I make them anxioua 
by my quick acting? or, 
Were they trying to please me, .. 
The interpersonal relation-
ships ot the students with the 
instructor 1n the clinical 
area also the group p:-ocess 
during the discussion periods., 
I reel I am too involved with 
nursing content which h1n<1ers 
me from devdDping interperso~ 
relationships content. 
MY orientation plan might be 
as follows: 
a. explanation ot the title ot; 
ot my position 
b. verbal 3ob description 
c. my own philosophy and 
ob3ect:1&7es 
d. observation ot the inter-
action between student, 
ward peraonnel, and. myself , 
1n the clinical area 1n 
various situations, such 
as, 
l. guiding the student 1n 
nursinS procedures 1 through problem solving : 
method 
2. methods or ob8ervat1on 
a. role playing 
b. problem solving 
c • observation 
1. how student relat. 
to people ' 
:1 
'l 
' 
QUESTIONS - OBSERVER 
12. What do you see as your 
relationship with the 
students in the clinical 
area, 1n the classroom, 
and at other times? 
Do you feel these rela-
tionships are the same 
as tor any instructor on 
the Fundamental of Nursing 
Team? 
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ANSWERS - MENTAL HEALTH 
tN11!!GRITOR 
3. exploring attitudes and 
feelings of students 
4. how to maintain student~ 
or patient's identity ' 
even though instructor 
controls situation 
s. identify dynamics or 
behavior {physical and 
mental) 
a. pull between author-
ity figures and 
student's reaction 
e. observation or group pro-
cess during classroom 
discussion 
1. emphasis on stress 
situation such as death 
2. participate in group as 
leader under my direc-
tion 
3. guide her in observing 
during group sessions 
the interaction of the 
adolescent in identify-
ing self-image 1n 
relation to empathy, 
identification~ 
threatening situations 
to or by the patient, 
separation from family, ' 
and authority; how to 
control anxiety within 
the group and give 
support so this is 
lessaned before group 
ends. 
In the clinical area I relate 
tothe students as a clinical 
instructor, in class as an i 
instructor. I do not see the~! 
at other times. ' 
Yes and No. Yes, insofar as I 
am available for the student 
as they are • The team m.embers,1 
share their observations of · 
the students together in , 
l ;: 
QUESTIONS - OBSERVER 
14. What do you see as your 
relationships with the 
other instructors on the 
Fundamentals of Nursing 
Team? 
Summary 
ANSWERS - MENTAL HEALTH 
!lff!d.RAifOR 
composing a final evaluation 
ot each student or dealing 
with behavioral problems of 
students • On the other hand'• 
I stress emotions more than 
they do. 
We share a comfortable rela•' 
tionship. I feel my nursing' 
arts background lessens my , 
being threatened or a threat 
to the team. Nursing tasks 
are not a threat to me. My 
own "laissez-faire" personal~"' 
ity makes adjustment easier. 
Based on this interview it appears that a Mental Health 
Integrator's position is difficult to describe. The main 
responsibilities are exploring feeling and attitudes of 
students as they interact in the clinical area and during group 
discussion; developing in the student a beginning awareness ot 
self. behaviour patterns. and the complex social structure of 
a clinical area in relation to the dynamics of behavior. A 
background in group processes. group leadership. adolescent 
behavior patterns, problem solving and role playing techniques, 
and mental health and psychiatric concepts serve as a solid 
foundation tor such a person. In addition, this Mental Health 
Integrator felt her nursing arts background was an asset in 
adjusting to the program. 
In performing her duties the Mental Health Integrator 
felt her contribution to the growth and development of the 
student could be enriched if she was not held responsible tor 
nursing content but developed content in the area ot inter-
personal relationships through selected clinical experiences, 
group discussion, and source material. 
The Non-Participant Observations 
- I 
The data collected during the fifteen hours ot non-
participant observation are reported in the following order: 
(l) the initiation ot the interaction and (2) the purpose ot 
the interaction. 
Setting !2£lh! Observations 
To illustrate the setting in which these observations 
were made a brief description of a typical morning 1n the 
clinical area is presented. 
In an open lounge adJacent to the nurse's station 
· students and instructors assemble to hear the morning report 
given by the nurse in charge of the ward. The instructor and 
the nurse in charge have organized the assignment together. 
The morning report is a brief summary of each patient assigned 
· to the student. In this summary the patient 1s diagnosis, 
treatments, and any special problems or observations are 
reported so the student has a basis to plan her assignment. 
Students are encouraged to ask the reporting nurse questions 
to clarity any points made during this report. 
In addition, the instructors hold a brief conference 
after the report to discuss specific aspects ot nursing care 
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that they feel need to be explored. This exploration is 
usually directed to the student assigned to the patient with 
the problem but others are encouraged to participate. The 
method utilized is problem solving. At this time the instructor 
shares with the student her plans in assisting them in meeting 
immediate needs or ongoing activities. During the discussion 
specific plans might be made with a student to give her support 
and guidance in planning her ass~gned activities. The Integra-
tor was one of the instructors. 
Observed Interactions 
1 A total of sixty interactions between the students, 
patients and Head Nurse and the Integrator were recorded. 
Each of the thirteen students participating in these observa-
tions had at least one interaction with the Integrator during 
this period. The range of interactions per student was one to 
eight with the mean at four. 
The initiation and direction of the interactions were 
as follOWSI 
a. Integrator to students • • • • • 28 
b. Student to Integrator • • • • • 25 
c. Integrator to patient • • • • • 4 
d. Integrator to Head Nurse • • • • 3 
1see Appendix C • 
Table 2 shows the observed interactions between the 
Integrator, students, patients and Head Nurse classified 
according to purpose. In studying the data to determine the 
reasons or purposes for the interactions, tour areas were 
isolated: (l) Functions of the Integrator as a Nursing 
Specialist} (2) Feelings ot the patients, students and 
Integrator; (3) Situations used by the Integrator to explore 
feelings and attitudes with the studentsl and (4) Feelings and 
attitudes towards authority figures. 
TABLE 2 
OBSERVED IN'l'ERACTIONS BE'l'WEEN INTEGRATOR, 
S'l'UDENTS, PATIENTS AND HEAD NURSE 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PURPOSE 
Purpose Number 
Functions of the Integrator 
as a Nursing Specialist 53 
Feelings of the patients, 
students and the Integrator 31 
Situations used by the 
Integrator to explore feelings 
and attitudes with the 
students 12 
Feelings and attitudes toward 
authority figures 7 
Total 103 
Per Cent 
51.5 
30.1 
11.6 
6.8 
100.0 
28 
29 
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Samples ~ Types £! Interactions 
1. Functions of the Integrator as a Nursing Specialist 
(content-procedures-clinical Assignment) 
( 
The Integrator emphasized the comfort of the patient 
as she began to demonstrate how a mitered corner on 
the bottom sheet would eliminate wrinkles. The student 
observed the procedure and then followed the directions 
on the opposite side of the bed. 
The Integrator demonstrated the purpose and making of a 
mouth gag to a student. The student returned the 
demonstration and agreed "This is more apt to workl" 
The Integrator began teaching the patient how to do 
"quadriceps setting." The students .. lt the contraction 
and relaxation of the muscle as the patient followed the 
Integrator's directions. The Integrator concluded the 
discussion by explaining to the patient and students 
the value of this procedure. 
The Integrator discussed the charting of observations 
on a post-operative patient with the student. The 
student began charting her observations while the 
Integrator watched and offered suggestions. 
The student approached the Integrator for supervision i* 
pouring her ten o'clock medications. The Integrator 
agreed and began questioning the student about the 
patient's diagnosis, drugs, purposes and reactions. 
The student answered correctly and proceeded to pour 
the medications. 
=======-- -- . -~-= 
The student approached the Integrator to ask, ·~ill 
you please check this blood pressure for me? It 
seems awfully low." (This comment was made outside 
of the patient's room.) The Integrator checked the 
blood pressure and then asked the student to recheck 
it. The Integrator also explained her presence to 
the patient. 
The Integrator approached a student who was preparing 
a mouth gag as part of a pre-operative unit. She 
discussed the purposes of the mouth gag in relation 
to the patient's diagnosis and questioned the student 
in relation to the scientific principle involved. 
The student responded that the principle was leverage 
which was necessary to hold the tongue down and 
maintain an airway. Both worked out a suitable mouth 
gag. 
The Integrator discussed the care of bony prom1nences 1 
the turning and positioning of a paralyzed patient to 
whom the student was assigned. The student questioned 
"Shall I put in an order for the orderly to l'elp me? .. 
The Integrator responded that she would give the 
student the help so that she might learn to apply her 
skills in turning and positioning the patient. 
The Integrator began a discussion with a student 
during her care or a bed patient. The discussion 
was focused on prevention of foot drop. The 
Integrator demonstrated the use of a foot board and 
rolled blanket tor support. The student observed 
the procedure and followed the directions. 
2. Feelings or patients, students and the Integrator 
The Integrator discussed the reasons why patient W 
acted one way with students and the opposite way with 
her. The student answered "I think he is afraid of 
you." The focus then became the patient 's needs as 
they affected the student's needs. Together, 
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Integrator and student approached the patient's 
bedside to continue the discussion. 11No, I'm not 
afraid or you 1 You tell me what is going on," 
responded the patient when questioned. Student 
acts as if she were beginning to have some insight 
into the patient's behavior. The Integrator dis-
cussed the nurse as an authority figure because or 
her teaching activities. The student added her 
feelings about what the nurse means to the patient 
and how the nurse can respect the patient's feeling. 
3. Situations used by the Integrator to explore feelings 
and attitudes with the students. 
A student expressed verbally and non~verbally through 
her facial express~on her anxiety about giving an 
injection. The Integrator discussed the procedure 
and attempted to explore the student's fears. She 
gave supp,ort and understanding to the student. She 
did not 'push" the student to give the injection at 
this time. 
"How do you feel about working with a visitor in 
the room?" asked the Integrator of a student who 
was going to prepare a post-operative unit while 
the patient's father was in the room. "I don't 
mind. Her father probably needs someone to talk 
to him. I 'd just as soon talk to him. I might be 
able to help him." 
4. Feelings and attitudes toward authority figures. 
===~ 
The student expressed resentment at the tone or 
voice used by the Head Nurse 1n giving direction 
in relation to cleaning the bedside unit. The 
Integrator discussed the meaning of the direction 
in terms of the administrative responsibilities of 
a head nurse.. ''I feel she could have been nicer 
when she gave the directions, 11 answered the student. 
- "=== 
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Surmnary 
The Integrator then drew a parallel to the nurse-
patient relationship in an attempt to illustrate 
what happens when a nurse takes out her feelings 
on a person not responsible for these feelings. 
The student then appeared to understand and 
accept this explanation of behavior. 
From this non-participant observation it would appear 
that the Mental Health Integrator does have a dual responsi-
bility in exploring reelings and attitudes with the student 
and supervising nursing care in relation to content and 
practice. In many instances, the need for the latter 
responsibility took precedence over the developing and 
practicing of sound mental health and psychiatric concepts. 
~ Questionnaire 
In Group One, ten or 71 per cent of the fourteen 
students returned the questionnaire. Eleven or 85 per cent 
of the thirteen students 1n Group Two returned the 
questionnaire. Since the responses showed no evidence of 
collaboration it is assumed the students• own feelings 
were expressed. The material presented 1n the following 
pages summarizes the responses obtained from Groups One and 
Two in answering the questionnaire. 
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Question 1. What do you see as the reason for the position 
of Mental Health Integrator? 
Group One: Five students emphasized helping with nursing 
problems as the reason for the Integrator's 
position. Three others felt she was needed 
to point out the relation between the 
physical and mental aspects of nursing. 
Three felt she should coordinate student-
faculty relationships by giving confidence 
to students and maintaining emotional 
security. Two students felt she would help 
them with personal problems while one 
student mentioned she would be emphasizing 
awareness or students' and patients• 
anxieties, frustrations, and rears. 
Group Two: Eight students felt she was needed to help 
them examine their own feelings and atti• 
tudes toward patients and their own abilities. 
Seven students felt her participation as 
group leader 1n the group discussions was 
the reason for the position. Four students 
gave need for emphasis on the relation 
===",,-:;,=-
between physical and mental illness as the 
reason. Two felt she was needed to help 
them become aware or and understand meanings 
or patients• attitudes through her contact 
with the student, team members, and the 
patient. 
Question 2: What do 1ou see as her main activitl? (What does 
she do?) 
Group One: Nine or these students saw her main activity as 
teaching and supervising. Four saw her 
reassuring the student and three also 
mentioned her reassuring the patient. Three 
students felt her activity was the same as 
the other instructors. 
Group Two: Four students saw her main activity as 
teaching in the area or "reasoning out our 
own problems • " To tour others, her main 
activity was the promoting ot "good mental 
health 11 within the nursing team, students, 
and patients. Another tour references were 
made to the Integrator's function of teaching 
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and supervising of procedures. To probe into 
the frustrating situations and feelings or 
students was her main activity to two 
students. Two others saw her giving conti• 
dence to patients and students while one 
student described her as "Just a Nursing 
Arts instructor but concerned with the mental 
health or patients and students and the 
student's role in total nursing care." 
Question 3: For what-and when-have you personallY needed 
her? It possible, cite specific examples. 
Group Ones Eight students cited nursing care problems 
as their specific need tor the Integrator. 
Three mentioned her helping them with 
personal problems; one student stated she 
had asked the Integrator to evaluate her 
work on the ward. One student tailed to 
answer the question. 
Group Two: Six students cited examples involving procedures 
as their need or the Integrator. Two students 
used her tor help 1n teaching patients. Two 
others used her to develop an understanding ot 
authority 1n relation to themselves. Individual 
examples cited were: (l) helpins me "when I waa 
\lPSet with a patient who was cr11nS"J (2) "she 
helped me on inJections by her confidence in me 
and her understancU.ng ot my problema" J (3) "she 
helped me when I was having d1tt1cult1es with 
math .. J (4) "when I couldn't handle the patient, 
she made it easier tor the patient ani myaelt to 
understand each other." 
Question 4. What ~sonal charactertftti§l do you teel are !!Eor~ [or a 2erson __ ! __ a i§•!!loqt 
Group one: Six students mentioned understanding and able to 
stimulate contidence in herself aa charaoteriatica:: 
they telt were important. Bach mentioned ease and, 
interest in helping peopleJ tirmneaa, compassion, 
maturity, pleuantnesa, patience, happy 
peraonal1ty and. sooct nurainS pra.ctioner were eaoh 
mentioned twice. other characteristics mentioned ,' 
were sincerity, ability to teach, ability to move 
quicklY' when necessary and an accurate observer. 
Group 'l'wo: 1'1 ve students wanted. an integrator to be aware ot 
and interested 1n student •a needs. Three 
mentioned understanding an4 warmth. "some one to 
confide in, •• selt confident, human, talkative and 1 
sincerity were mentioned twice. Two atu4enta 
commented that she should set to know all the 
students and members of the nursing team so she 
could act as a •'mediator ." 
Question s. What is Mental Health? {Tr1 to devise your own 
definition) 
Group One: Ability to cope with life was given as a defini-
tion or mental health by eight students. 
Emotional well-being was mentioned by two students 
and "keeping the mind free from disturbances" was 
mentioned by one. Mental health meant spiritual 
well-being to another student. Two students 
referred to mental health as a quest for preven-
tion and cure or mental illness while one student 
felt mental health was "trying to help people 
face reality." 
Group Two: Five students replied that mental health was 
mental 11Well-being." Four students felt mental 
health was something concerned with the whole 
person. Two others mentioned it was the opposite 
or mental illness. "Being happy to be alive and 
able to thank God tor blessings 11 was mental health 
to two students. Other meanings given were 
"mental stability .. ; absence or abnormal fears, 
drives and emotions; ability to understand self; 
and cope with problems • Another student commentedi 
that mental health might have something to do with: 
! 
adjustment to life through adequate socialization ' 
Question 6. 
and resolution ot conflicts 1n culturally 
accepted ways. 
Group Onet four students expressed the need otthe relation-
ship ot phyaical and mental aspects ot nursing. 
Three others telt there was a need to understand 
student problema J one student expressed the 
relationship as "it 18 important to understand the 
patient tirat ot all." Another student answered. 
"The student should be healthY' phya1cally and 
mentally to cope with physically and mentally ill 
patients," One student did not answer the 
question. 
Group Two• Five students responded that a dual approach 
(mental and Ph181cal) waa needed to give total 
patient care. Three others telt good mental 
health waa neoeaeary to aid physical recovery. 
The need ot the nurse tor good mental health was 
mentioned by two students. The need ot mental 
health in developing student potential waa given. 
One student telt that mental health lead to a 
clearer understanding ot the patient and the .job 
ot the nurse. 
Question 7. \.Zhat was your relationship with the Integrator 
(l) in the classroom? 
Group One: 
Group Twos 
Group One: 
Group Two: 
Five students felt the typical teacher-student 
relationship. Three mentioned her help in 
problem-solving; one mentioned her as a group 
leader. 
Five stated their relationship was student-
Nursing Arts instructor. Three mentioned their 
relationship as leader-member in a group process. 
Two others felt it was a group relationship. One 
stated the relationship as student with a person 
to whom she could tell her problems. 
(2) on the units? 
Again five expressed the typical clinical 
instructor-student relationship. Three students 
praised her clear explanations. Another student 
mentioned learning the "most 11 from the integrator. 
Another one student did not answer the question. 
Two students conunented "she is very efficient and 
gives the patients confidence in her skills by he~ 
manner and puts us at ease." One student felt he~ 
relationship was that of student with a resource 
person in mental health. One student stated 
that her relationship with the integrator was ver1 
formal and added she usually asked one or the oth•r 
instructors for help. One student felt that the ' 
Group Onea 
Group Two: 
Question 8. 
Group One: 
relationship was one ot more treedom than with 
other instructors. 
(3) outside the above areas? 
Seven students stated they had no contact with 
her. Two of the students mentioned her guiding 
them. One student commented the relationship was 
"more personal." 
Six students commented that they found her 
friendly and interested in them whenever they saw 
her away from the hospital or on campus. POur 
commented they had no contact and one mentioned 
her helping her with mathematics. 
It lou chose her tor your clinical ~rto~poe 
eva uatfon oonrerence1 please tell w y? 
Bach student had been directed to sign up tor 
evaluation conterences with the Instructor who had:. 
observed her work most often 1n the clinical 
area. 
Eight students chose the Integrator because they 
felt "she would be honest with them." Two 
mentioned selecting her because she treated them 
as individuals and adults. Other reasons given .._. 
choosing her were "she gives constructive 
criticism,""she gives credit where credit is due," 
"she is most understanding," and "she will accept 
criticism about herself." Three had not selected 
==============~~========·~~ 
Group Twos 
Question 9. 
Group One: 
Group Two: 
Three students selected her because they felt she 
had worked closely with them. Three mentioned 
choosing her because they knew she would be 
honest with them and tell them exactly how they 
were doing. Two selected her because they could 
talk more eaaily w1 th her. Three had not chosen 
her. 
Honesty again prompted three students to select 
her. "She treated me as an individual," one 
student answered. Another stated the reason was 
because she gave "me a tongue-laah1ng" at the 
t1rat conference after which I tried my beat and 
I wanted to know it I had improved l ('I had") • 
Pour students na4 not chosen her. 
P1ve atudents were undecided as to whether they 
would choose her. Two would select her because 
she had observed them more. Other reaaona tor 
selecting her were "she recognizes my feelings and 
will tactfully point out what I do wrong"; and 
"she has insight into people and gives 
constructive criticism." One student, who had 
selected the Integrator tor her first conference, 
did not plan to return tor another conference wit~ 
'· 
her because she preferred a "variety or opinions.~ 
One student tailed to answer the question. 
Group One: One student answered "No" with no explanation. 
Group Two: 
The others gave the following reasons tor reeling 
her supervision was different: (1) ottered good 
suggestions on nursing care; (2) appears to have 
more confidence in herself and in the students; 
(3) easier to talk with and to understand. The 
student who was quoted at length in Question 9 
replied• "Probably. yes. after the first 
conference she said I wasn't doing my beat. Then 
when I promised to try • to do better, she watched 
me quite carefully to give me the tull benefit of 
improving." 
In stating that her supervision ot their work was 
not different, the following comments were 
ottered: (1) ttl see no reason why she should bel" 
and (2) "her supervision is no different but the 
Mental Health Integrator will help alleviate 
problema that occur." Two students felt she gave 
them more opportunity to work on their own. 
Differences cited were "she is more pertection1s• 
tic which I enJoy," and "she tends to question 
more on the psychological reasons tor actions." 
One student felt the Integrator understood more 
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than the others, nmy sensitivity toward patients 
as people.n She doesn•t criticize, but explains" 
was the conunent of another student. "She seems 
to have more respect for me and more faith in my 
ability, although she is constantly criticizing 
me," was the feeling of still another student. 
In the comparison of the responses from the two groups 
the following factors were isolated. In Group One the 
majority of students saw the Mental Health Integrator assisting 
\'lith nursing care problems, teaching nursing content., and 
supervising nursing procedures. Group Two described her 
activities centering around giving guidance and understanding 
in the development of student self awareness, feelings and 
attitudes basic in giving patient centered nursing care., 
problem solving, and applying mental health concepts. The 
reason for the difference in the groups' perceptions of the 
Mental Health Integrator's role might be influenced by the 
fact that her contact with Group One was during a period in 
which she was involved in her own orientation to a new 
position., the course, and the total basic program. 
Both groups felt that the need for the Mental Health 
Integrator in the clinical area was for assistance with 
nursing care problems rather than in the area of interpersonal 
relationships. All students appeared to have a concept of 
mental health and its importance in meeting the physical and 
emotional needs of the patient. Question 6 did not elicit 
student understanding or a relationship between mental health 
and nursing education. This may have been due to lack or 
clarity in the question or lack or student's ability to see 
the relationship. 
In the clinical area the Mental Health Integrator was 
designated as a clinical instructor and in. the classroom, a 
teacher, by both groups. The majority stated they had few 
contacts with her outside of the clinical practice. Most 
students felt the difference in her supervision 1n the 
clinical area from the other team members was the emphasis 
she placed on the psychological aspects of nursing care. 
In the selection of the Mental Health Integrator tor 
evaluation conferences both groups stated they felt she 
would be honest with them. In addition, Group Two mentioned 
she worked closely with them 1n the clinical area so she 
would be able to evaluate their performance and felt she 
placed more emphasis on psychological aspe.cts or nursing care · 
than did the others. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 1 CONCLUSIONS 1 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was concerned with the role of one Mental 
Health Integrator as she functioned on the team responsible 
for the teaching of Fundamentals of Nursing 1 Block III 1 given 
in the spring semester of the sophomore year in "Xu University 
School of Nursing. Specifically 1 the study sought to determinEil: 
this role as (1) perceived by the Mental Health Integrator, 
(2) seen by the observer, and (3) the sophomore students. 
The study was undertaken so that instructors in the 
beginning course in nursing and others might become aware of 
the aims and effects of integrating mental health and 
psychiatric concepts into the beginning clinical practice. 
By studying one mental health integrator's methods in meeting 
the needs of the beginning student in nursing, it is hoped a 
foundation has been laid to stimulate others to explore this 
field in relation to their own areas. 
A review of the literature during the past ten years 
revealed a paucity of material in the area of Mental Health 
and it's integration into Fundamentals of Nursing. The 
Integrator was interviewed for her perception ot ller role. 
Fifteen hours or non-participant observations or the student-
Integrator•s interactions in the clinical area were recorded. 
:====~===,=-=···-·-
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Through a written questionnaire the students expressed their 
understanding of the concept of mental health and its rela-
tionship to nursing and the Mental Health Integrator's role in 
this respect. 
Summary 
A. The Mental Health Integrator perceived her role as: 
1. A Fundamentals of Nursing Instructor. 
2 • A group leader during informal discussion periods •. 
3. An instructor who guides the student to see her-
self and the patient as a person. In exploring 
attitudes and feelings of students and their 
patients she introduces mental and psychiatric 
concepts both in clinical practice and group dis-
cussion. 
B.. The observer saw the Mental Health Integrator as t 
1. An instructor who was able to establish a good 
relationship with the students. 
2. An instructor who was skilled 1n emphasizing 
feelings and attitudes of students and patients as 
they interacted with each other and who guided the; 
student in gaining insight into behavioral 
patterns. 
3. A Fundamentals of Nursing instructor. 
4. An instructor who showed the students the meaning : 
I 
of their behavior through role playing and problem+ 
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5. An instructor with specific knm'lledge and skills 
beyond her nursing arts background. 
c. The students felt the Mental Health Integrator was: 
1. A Fundamentals of Nursing instructor. 
2. An instructor to whom they could go for 
assistance with problems. 
3. An instructor who emphasized patient 1s feelings 
and attitudes. 
Conclusions 
As a result or this study, the following conclusions 
are made: 
1. An instructor with a background in Mental Health-
Psychiatric Nursing and Fundamentals of Nursing 
can make a definite contribution to the teaching 
or Fundamentals of Nursing. The orientation in 
the behavioral sciences appoars to have a 
noticeable effect on her ability to identify 
behavior patterns and their underlying causes. 
2. This Mental Health Integrator functioned with 
, special skills in emphasizing emotional and 
reeling relations. 
3. 1;lhile this Mental Health Integrator felt that her 
Fundamentals of Nursing responsibilities kept her 
from emphasizing feelings and attitudes, 71 per cent 
or the students indicated she differed from the 
- - - c=-=-=========t=F=·== 
other instructors mainly in her emphasis on 
feelings and attitudes. 
4. It would appear that the role of the Mental Health 
Integrator is one which cannot be easily described. 
5. As has been stated previously, the personality of 
the nurse does affect the learning experience of 
the patient in a positive or negative manner. It 
is therefore essential that nursing education 
provide knowledge and experience in self-awareness 
ot behavioral patterns in the complex student, 
patient, and 1nstructor•s interactions. 
Recommendations 
From the data reported in this study the following 
recommendations are made: 
1. That the Integrator isolate the Mental Health and 
Psychiatric concepts which she intends to integrate 
into the course in :Fundamentals of Nursing so that 
the other members or the Team could reinforce 
these concepts in their teaching. 
2. That a tool tor evaluating the student 1s understand .. 
ing or the mental health and psychiatric concepts 
be developed. 
3. That a study or the role or the Mental Health 
Integrator as perceived by the other members ot 
the Fundamentals ot Nursing Team be done to 
---==============--==~-
determine similarities and differences of their 
expectations of this member •. 
4. That a study or the students during succeeding 
experiences be done to test the students• integra-
tion of the Mental Health and Psychiatric concepts. 
Evidence of growth and development could be shown 
by comparing behavior patterns observed in 
beginning experiences Ln nursing with each succeed-
ing behavior patterns. 
5. That a sampling of the role of the Mental Health 
Integrator in numerous areas throughout the 
country be done as a study. 
6. That the Mental Health Integrator be relieved of 
formal classroom instruction responsibilities 1n 
Fundamentals of Nursing content for one semester 
to work with students only in the clinical area 
in the integration of mental and psychiatric 
concepts. 
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OVERVIEW: 
BLOCK III 
Fundamentals of Nursips 
COURSE OUTLINE 
Block III of the Course • Fundamentals ot Nursing • 
occurs u1 the oophomore year. It provides a continuation 
ot the materials presented in Blocks I and II. 
The maJor theme is that ot Mrs • Antonelli's return to 
the hospital for surgical intervention or her medical 
problems • essential hypertension, and her subsequent return 
to her family. As a correlative aid in rendering total 
nursing care a planned block or experiences related to 
pharmacology is provided tor. The development ot the units:' 
is in terms or the underlying scientific principles and 
criteria for evaluation or nursing care. 
OBJECTIVES: 
a. to begin to understanda 
1. The relationship ot sound supportive nursing care 
to effective pre- and poat-ope~1ve care ot the 
patient. 
2. How the various roles carried aut by the health 
team are integrated tor ettective pre- and post-
operative care. 
3. The nurse's role 1n surgical intervention anc1 
social and legal responsibilities 1n drug therapy. 
4. Reliable resources available to turther knowledge 
or drugs and their uses. 
b. to develop beg!!'ffi1pg skill 1n: 
1. Pre- and post-operative nursing care 
2. Preparing and administering medications by various ! 
methods. 
a. solving problems and calculat1r..g the correct 
dosage or drugs. 
.; 
:f. 
I 
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b. observing, recording, and reporting the eS.cts , 
ot drugs ac:lm1n1stered.. 
c. the relationship between the apothecary and the. 
metric systems. · 
3. Punctioning as an effective members ot the health 
team. 
c. to begin to appreciate that: 
l. there are many socio-psychological tactors 
influencing the reaction d the patient, and hi.s 
family to surgery. 
2. surgical intervention is in reality a type of 
medical therapy and not an entity in itselt. 
3· values and limitations ot drugs and the nurae•s 
social responsibilities 1n their use. 
INSTRUCTORS : 
1. Instructors 1n Fundamentals ot Nursing (4) 
2. Specialists 
3. Master's students selecting field work 1n 
Fundamentals ot Nursing. 
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS: 
1. The ratio ot inatructora to students will be 1-8. 
2. Class experience will be concerned with pre• and 
post-operative care or Mrs. Antonelli, with 
application being made to the patients 1n the 
clinical situation. 
3· Selection or patients will be shared by "X" 
university instructors and the hospital personnel 
concerned with patient assignment. 
4. Bach student will be in the clinical situation 2 
days per week, 2 hours each day. 
5. The group is sectioned to alternate with Nursery 
School experience. 
II 
I 
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Textbooksr Fuerst and Wolff, Fundamentals of Nurs~ . .e 
J. B. Lippincott Co._ PEila., o. 
Krug and McGuigan, Pharmacolost in Nursi~ 
The c. v. Mosley co., .-v., 7th i-
tion, 1955. 
Laboratory Manual 
Faddis and Grime, Thi Mathematics or Solutions 
and Dosa'e, no~ Slmp!i 
X"rrthiiiet c, '3 .:Pptncott Co., 
Ph11a., jrd Edition, 1948. 
LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
UNIT ONE: Mrs. Antonelli is 
prepared tor surgery. 
A. Orientation to Course 
1. Content 
2. Assignments 
a. course 
b. clinical area 
3. Pretest in arithmetic 
B. Introduction to pharma• 
·cology 
1. Brief history of drugs 
2. Nature and sources of 
drugs 
3. Drug standards and 
legislation 
4. Review of pretest in 
arithmetic 
c. Planning the patient's 
pre-operative phase 
1. Orientation to 
environment 
2. Needs of the patient 
3. Needs of the family 
4. Legal aspects for the 
patient and hospital 
5. Teaching the patient 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
l. Group discussion on summer 
work and/or nursery school 
experience. 
2 • Review of previous courses 1n • 
nursing and objectives or thi• 
course. · 
3. Participation in pretest in 
arithmetic. 
l. Tape recording and slides on 
the history of pharmacology. 
2. Pield trips 
a. pharmacy 
b. medicine closet 
1. Filmstrip on team nursing 
2. Assignment in the clinical 
area to a pre-operative 
patient. 
3. Developing a teaching plan on · 
a patient assigned in the · 
clinical area. 
and her family their 
·.role in the post 
operative and rehabili-
tative phases of P.EW. ~e L 
D. Administration of drugs 
1. Methods 
2. Physician •a order 
3. Pharmacy 
4. Procedure 
B. Laboratory 1n the pre-
paration and adm1n1a-
tration ot drugs by 
injection. 
P. Immediate pre-operative 
care 
1. Review ot anatomy and 
physiology related to 
the patient's pre-
operative procedures. 
2. General considerations 
1n preJ)aring a patient 
tor surgery. 
a. Weights and Measures 
1. Sptenaa 
2. Approximate equivalents 
3. Common abbreviations 
H. Laboratory on weights and 
measures 
I. Pre-operative medications 
1. Sedative 
2. Hypnotic 
a. Narcotic 
4. Others 
1. Reading doctor • s orders 1n · 
the clinical area. 
2. Administration ot drugs by · 
various methods to patients 
in the clinical area. 
1. Preparation and adm1niatra.,. 
tion of injections 1n the 
claaaroom and 1n the 
clinical area. 
1. ShaVing a patient 1n the 
clinical area. 
2. Surgical scrub. 
3. Reading pre-operative orde• 
4. Preparing a patient tor the 
operating room 1n the 
clinical area. 
1 • Wei&hins and measuring 
drugs 1n both ayatema. 
1. Preparing, adm1n1atrat1ng, 
and recording pre-operative: 
medications in the clinical: 
area. 
J. Laboratory on arithmetic 
problema related to the 
p~eparation ot pre-operative 
medications. 
1. Working problema baaed on 
pre-operative orders 
encountered in the cl1n1ca~ 
area. 
UNIT twO: Mrs. Antonelli goes 
to the operating room. 
A • The operating room suite 
l • The anesthetizing room 
l. Preparation ot a poet-
operative unit 1n the 
clinical area. 
2. Observation ot an operatiotij. 
·I 
;l 
a. types of anesthesia 3. Observation in the recovery 
b. anesthetics room. 
c. review or anatomy and 4. 
physiology related to 
surgical intervention 
Studying anesthesia records. 
on post-operative patients 
in the clinical area. 
2 • 'l'he operating room 
a. the operating room 
team 
b. the operation 
1. review ot the anatomy 
and physiology 
related to surgical 
intervention 
2. aseptic technique 
3 • 'l'he recovery room 
a. the immediate post-
operative care 
1. the doctor's order 
2. care or the uncon-
scious patient 
a. moving, litt1ng, 
positioning 
B. Quiz shOw 
UNI'l' THREE 1 Mrs. Antonelli ! 
returns to the ward. 
A. General considerations 
regarding a surgical 
patient 
1. Restoring normel body 
tunetions 
a. nutrition 
b. circulatory 
1. moving, lifting, 
positioning 
2. exercise 
c. elimination 
1. voiding 
2. catheterization 
3. enema 
d. pain 
1. post-operative 
drugs 
e. wounds, surgical 
dressings 
l. D.S.D. 
2. Smithwick girdle 
1. Preparation or questions 
and answers to be utilized 
in quiz show tor review. 
1. Assignment to a patient whO 
has returned trom surgery. 
2. Practice in the clinical 
area in the tollow1ng pro-, 
cedurea: 
a. surgical. dressings 
b. applying elastic stock- .· 
inga and Smithwick girdle 
c. inJections · 
d. intravenous tluida 
e. catheterization 
t. moving, lifting, and 
ambulating a post-
operative patient 
3. Laboratory in the prepara-
tion ot solutions. 
:l 
3. elastic stockings 
4. antiseptics and 
disinfectants 
2. Post-operative compli· 
cations 
a. emergency drugs 
B. Laboratory in the preparation 
or solutions 
UNIT POUR t Mrs. Antonelli's 
rehabilitative phase. 
A • Convalescence 
1. Activities 
a. d1versional therapy 
B. Planning with the patient 
and her family her return 
to the home 
1. Work simplification 
principles 
a. housekeeping 
b. budget 
1. P1el<l trip to the heart 
assoo1at1on to observe the 
housekeeping unit. 
2. field trip to O.P.D. follow• 
up clinic. 
3. Plannins a program tor Mrs • 
Antonelli to serve as a 
guide tor her activities at 
home. 
c. sharing her reeponai• 
bil1t1ee and activ1• 
ties with other members 
ot the family 
C • !follow-up Care 
1. Medical supervision 
2. Medications 
3. Diet 
D. General Summary 
E. Examination 
APPENDIX B 
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IN'l'ERVIBW SCHEDULE 
MENTAL HEAL'l'H INTEGRATOR 
PURPOSE: TO DETERMINE THI ROLE 0"1 A MENTAL HEALTH IN'l"BORATCI\ 
ON THE PUNDAMINTALS 0"1 NURSING TEAM--AS PBRCBIVBD BY 
AN INDIVIDUAL P.RESBNTLY HOLDING SUCH A POSITION. 
1. A • WHAT IS THE IXACT TITLE 0"1 YOUR POSITION? 
B. WERE YOU OIVBN A JOB DESCRIPTION WHIM YOU WERE EMPLOYED? (May I have a copy) 
C • DID IT COMPARE WITH YOUR EXPECTATIONS 01 THI POSITION 
YOU WERE SBBKINO? 
2. A. WITH WHAT DEPAR'l'MIN'l' OP THE SCHOOL Of NURSING ARE YOU 
ASSOCIATID? 
B • IF THIS IS NOT THE PUNDAMIN'rAU OF NURSING TEAM: WHAT IS . 
3. A • 
THE EXPLANATION? . 
WHAT HAS BUN YOUR PRBPARATIOH POR THB POSITION WHICH 
YOU NOW HOLD? (Include both academic backgrounc1 and 
experience) 
4. WHAT RESPONSIBILITIES <ll ACTIVITIBS DO YOU PEEL ARB IMPLIED 1 IN YOUR POSITION? ': 
-l 
a) AS PER YOUR JOB DBSCRIP'l'IOH 
b) AS PER YOUR IMMEDIATE CONNECTION WITH THE FUNDAMENTAL$ 
OP NURSING TEAM . 
" 
5. WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT YOUR POSITION? 
6 • WHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT YOUR POSITION? 
1. WHAT DO YOU PEEL YOU DO BBST IN YOUR ROLE? WHY? 
8. WHAT DO YOU PEEL YOU DO POOREST IN YOUR ROLB? WHY? 
g. WITH WHAT ASPECTS OP YOUR ACTIVITIES ARB YOU f«)S'.l' 
SATISPIED? WHY? 
10. WITH WHAT ASPECTS OJ' YOUR ACTIVITIES ARB YOU MOST 
DISSATISJ'IED? WHY? 
11. IF YOU HAD TO ORIBN'l' SOMBONB TO YOUR POSITION, HOW 
WOULD YOU GO ABOUT GIVING THBM A COMPLETE PICTURE OP 
YOUR WORK? 
12. WHAT DO YOU SD AS YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THB STUDINTS? 
a) ON THE UNITS 
b) IN THB CLASSROOM 
c) AT OTHER TIMES 
:; 
' 
13. DO YOU FElL THAT THUB RBLA'l'IONSHIPS ARB THB SAME AS J'a:t 
ANY INSTRUCTOR ON THE ruNDAMBNTALS TEAM? 
14. WHAT DO YOU SBB AS YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE INSTRUCTORS 
ON THE .FUNDAMENTALS TEAM? 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE OF A NON-PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 
Integrator 
How do you feel about working 
with her husband in the room? (The patient was 1n the 
operating room.) 
When you are ready to make the 
bed 6 seek me out? 
To patient: Move your toes. 
Demonstrate for the students. 
What's this? Picks up a board. 
Would you say that it was being 
used? 
Straightens linen in chair. 
Tosses paper bag into waste 
basket 
Talks to patient regarding 
quadriceps tightening. 
Directs student to feel muscle. 
Instructs patient in muscle 
exercise in bed so function 
won 1t be lost. 
Don't hate me, Miss M.1 --
pulls linen out to show how 
to make bottom sheet tighter. 
You can do this without too 
much discomfort to the patient. 
*Both = student and patient 
Student 
That's her father! She 
isn 1 t married. But he 
probably needs someone to 
talk to him. • • • maybe 
there is something I can : 
do for him. 
O.K. 
*Both. A foot board. 
*Both. No. 
*Both feel muscle. 
Student repeats motion on 
opposite side or bed. 
Integrator 
What's the purpose ot dangling? 
Show me what you mean on this 
empty bed. 
What happens 1t the patient 
gets dizzy? Where will you be 
standing? 
What are you thinking about the 
bed or the patient? 
Student 
I need help to dangle my 
patient. 
So he can get out ot bed 
easier when he • a ready. He. 
won't stretch h1a mueclea. 
Demonstrates how to de.ngle 
1mpreaaec1 with avoiding 
pain. brings 1n own 
surgical experience 
SaytJ she Will make the bed 
while the patient dangles 
on the opposite aide ot the 
bed. 
Right 1n back ot him. 
It I did that, the bed I 
What ia your first reapona1bil1ty? The patient 
Where would you want the nurse 
to stand to support you? 
Well, let•a go. You can teach 
the patient th1a. 
Begins discussion with two 
students on the relationship ot 
patient to Integrator and 
students. 
Why do you think he acts one 
way with me and another with 
others? 
Do I beat h1m up? (Walks into the patient's room. 
Begins to exercise toot ot 
patient. Talka to h1m about 
being afraid ot her. Discusses 
relationship with her and other 
nuraes on the unit.) 
In tront ot me. 
'l'hia 1a the tirst time 
I •ve had to teach. ( loo~ 
quite pleaa«iwith heraelt) ; 
I think he ia af'raid ot 
you I 
In tee tor 
(Patient states he is not 
afraid ot her. Notes that 
she does not treat him like 
the othera. reels he has 
learned something from the 
discussions • States • • • 
"Think I know enough to go 
into nursing." 
Student 
Looks as it she accepts 
the tact that the patient 
is learning trom not 
tearing the Integrator. 
ses1na to talk to 
patient, too. 
APPENDIX D 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
SOPHOMORE NURSING STUDENTS 
DATI DUE -------
PURPOSEs THE PURPOSE OP THIS QUBSTIONNAIRB IS TO CO.OPBRATB 
IN A STUDY TO DBTBRMINB 'l'HB ROLE OP THI MENTAL 
HBALTH INTEORATOR ON THB l'UNDAMBNTALS OP NURSING 
TBAM IN A UNIVBRSITY SCHOOL OP NURSING. 
1. WHAT DO YOU SKI AS THB REASON POR THE POSITION OP MENTAL 
HBALTH INTBORATOR? 
2. WHAT DO YOU SD AS HIR MAIN ACTIVITY? (What does ahe do?) 
3. roR WHAT-AND WHBN•HAVB YOU PERSONALLY NEBDBD HER? IP 
POSSIBLE: SITE SPECIPIC EXAMPLES • 
4 ~ WHAT PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS DO YOU i'DL ARE IMPORTANT 
POR A PERSON IN THIS POSITION? 
5. WHAT IS MENTAL HEALTH? (Try to devise your own definition) 
6. WHAT IS YOUR UNDBRSTANDINO OP THB RELATIONSHIP OP MBNTAL 
HEALTH TO PROPBSSIONAL NURSING EDUCATION? 
7. WHAT WAS YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MBH'rAL HEALTH 
INTEGRA'l'Cit? 
a) IN THE CLASSROOM? 
i 
b) ON THE UNITS? 
c) OUTSIDE THE ABOVE AREAS? 
8. IP YOU CHOSE HIR POR YOUR CLINICAL EVALUATION CONJ'ERENCB, 
PLEASE, STATE WHY. 
9. DID YOU CHOOSE HER POR YOUR PINAL EVALUATION CONPBRENCB? 
WHY? 
10. WAS HER SUPERVISION OJ' YOUR PERI'CBMANCE Dli'PIRBNT l'ROM THE 
OTHER MEMBERS OP THE i'UNDAMBNTALS OP NURSING TBAM? 
a) IP SO, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 
b) IP NOT, WHY? 
II 
I 
